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A B S T R A C T

Climate change is contributing to the magnitude, frequency and location of natural hazards, in-
cluding landslides and landslide-triggered tsunamis. As the costs of protecting against a given risk
increase, relocation may become the only feasible option despite the socio-economic, human se-
curity and cultural consequences. The relocation of people represents one of the most complex
governance challenges generated by climate change. This article contributes to the literature by
presenting insights and lessons from two case studies of unprecedented landslide-triggered
tsunami risk in recently deglaciated areas that have not previously been described in the reloca-
tion literature: the unstable Svínafellsheiði slopes in south-east Iceland, and Karrat and Uumman-
naq Fjords in north-west Greenland. Our results draw attention to the need for planned relocation
to be conducted in-line with international best practices, including those relating to the active in-
volvement of affected people in decision-making, ensuring adequate compensation, and clarify-
ing relocation planning schedules. This has occurred against a backdrop of colonial power dy-
namics, urbanisation trends, and the rise of tourism in these locations. Based on the findings, we
recommend that the role of government pivot from determining risk management and relocation
options, to providing a structure to underpin and support community agency.

1. Introduction
Climate change is contributing to the magnitude, frequency and location of natural hazards, including landslides and landslide-

triggered tsunamis [1,2]. As the costs of protecting against a given risk increase, relocation may become the only feasible option de-
spite the socio-economic, human security and cultural consequences [3]. The relocation of people represents one of the most complex
governance challenges generated by climate change [4]. Planned relocation guidelines emphasise the importance of multi-
stakeholder decision-making, especially the active involvement of affected communities [5,6]. While the theory and practice of
planned relocation in the context of climate change mostly addresses flooding and sea level rise (e.g. Ref. [7–13]), a smaller body of
research examines landslide-related hazards (e.g. [14–16]). This article contributes to the literature by presenting insights and lessons
from two case studies of landslide-triggered tsunami risk that have not previously been described in the relocation literature.

The incidence of large landslides in high mountain areas and the Arctic is rising due to effects associated with climate change such
as glacial retreat, permafrost degradation, and changes in precipitation [1,17]. Large landslides into oceans or waterways give rise to
the potential for tsunamis [18,19]. Indeed, most tsunamis in the Arctic have occurred due to landslides in coastal fjord systems, where
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constraining topography amplifies wave height with highly localised effects [20–22]. However, with climate change, glacial lakes are
developing closer to steep and unstable mountain slopes, where landslide-triggered tsunamis and flooding also pose local risks [1].
Landslide-triggered tsunamis have devastated communities in Norway [23], Italy [24] and Tajikistan [25]. One consequence of cli-
mate change is that landslide-triggered tsunami risk now exists in places where there is no record of previous events affecting people.
[1]. This article explores two such examples.

In the past five years, both Iceland and Greenland have started managing the risk of landslide-triggered tsunamis for the first time
[22,26]. In the Öræfi district of south-east Iceland, a fracture in the Svínafellsheiði mountainside was the first indication that a large
section of the slope was unstable. If the slope fails, the resulting landslide is predicted to contain 60 million cubic metres of bedrock
[27]. The landslide may remain deposited on the surface of the glacier below, however, it could also incorporate ice from the glacial
surface, and flow down to cause flooding or a tsunami from the pro-glacial lake. The mass of rock, ice, water and air in motion could
endanger people and infrastructure [28,29]. Risk management measures for the unstable Svínafellsheiði slopes have focused on risk
assessment, mitigation and emergency protocols, with little focus on planned relocation.

In Greenland, a tsunami triggered by a landslide in Karrat Fjord on June 17, 2017 left four people dead, and led to the evacuation
of Nuugaatsiaq, Illorsuit and Niaqornat villages. Nuugaatsiaq and Illorsuit remain uninhabited. The Karrat Fjord tsunami “is the first
known example of an Arctic tsunami which directly impacted an inhabited Arctic settlement and forced its evacuation” [22, p. 2531].
In 2021, 176 residents in six villages of the adjacent Uummannaq Fjord were found to be living in tsunami-risk areas, and were of-
fered government support to relocate (KNR, 17 June 2021a).

In this article, we analyse how landslide-triggered tsunami risk has been managed in relation to Svínafellsheiði in Iceland, and the
Karrat and Uummannaq Fjords in Greenland, with a particular focus on relocation decision-making processes. The aim of this article
is to describe both cases, and to explore how planned relocation processes align with international best practices. We argue there is a
need for planned relocation to be conducted in-line with international best practices, including those relating to the active involve-
ment of affected people in decision-making, ensuring adequate compensation, and clarifying relocation planning schedules. This has
occurred against a backdrop of colonial power dynamics, urbanisation trends, and the rise of tourism. This article identifies lessons
from these cases that can inform risk management and relocation processes, especially for societies facing historically unprecedented
hazards in sparsely populated areas.

This article is composed of five sections. The first examines literature and guidance about planned relocation. The second section
provides an overview of the field sites. The third section covers the methodology. The fourth section presents the two case studies,
and unpacks the risk management and relocation decision-making dynamics. Finally, the conclusion outlines lessons and provides
recommendations.

2. Background
2.1. Planned relocation

Disaster risk is composed of the physical likelihood of a hazard event occurring, as well as the exposure and vulnerability of people
to the hazard [30,31]. The main strategies used to manage landslide-induced tsunami risk fall into three corresponding categories: (1)
reduce the hazard potential through engineering and nature-based solutions such as slope stabilisation; (2) reduce exposure through
land use planning, early warning systems and planned relocation; and (3) reduce vulnerability through community-based disaster re-
sponse initiatives [1]. The focus of this article is on planned relocation, whereby people are moved to a safer location. Bower and
Weerasinghe define planned relocation as “the planned, permanent movement of a group of people from identifiable origin(s) to iden-
tifiable destination(s), predominantly in association with one or more hydrometeorological, geophysical/geological, or environmen-
tal hazard(s)” [6, p. 7]. The terms managed retreat, and resettlement refer to similar conceptualisations of people movement [6].
Planned relocation is distinct from evacuation, which involves the rapid physical movement of people to a safer area in order to pro-
tect them from an imminent threat. Relocation may occur after evacuation when places of origin are no longer habitable and contin-
ued presence in place of evacuation is not feasible [5].

Planned relocations can be situated on a continuum from voluntary to forced, depending on the level of freedom for individuals,
households and communities to participate, and the extent of coercion employed [6]. The use of coercive measures include the with-
drawal of services from exposed communities and the expropriation of property, which make relocation processes less voluntary and
contrary to certain rights [32]. Research identifies a wide range of highly personalised reasons why some people prefer not to relo-
cate, even when hazards intensify or become more frequent. These reasons include strong historic, cultural or livelihood ties to the
land, enjoyment of life in the area, place attachment that can become central to identity, underestimation of risk, and overestimation
of protective measures [33].

Lessons learned include that relocated communities are more likely to consider their relocation “successful” if they: are well in-
formed; participate in decision-making during all phases; are adequately compensated; and feel that they have some control over the
choice of destination and process of movement [34]. Cullen argues that relocation requires a “governance framework that underpins
and supports, not dictates, community agency” and leads to “improved local resilience and empowerment, and also better potential to
preserve culture, identity, mental and physical health as well as the natural environment itself” [35, p.13].

According to a report published by the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Refugees [5, p. 8], best practice for planned reloca-
tion include, but are not limited to, the following steps.

- Identify affected people early and ascertain vulnerabilities;
- Ensure free and informed consent of people affected;
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- Enable participation of affected people in decision-making processes;
- Embed planned relocation in legal framework and government plans;
- Ensure adequate funding and equitable compensation schemes;
- Establish criteria to determine when relocation planning should start;
- Follow a human rights-based approach; and
- Ensure sustainability by paying attention to site selection, livelihoods, integration.

Approaches to planned relocation can be situated within changes to the prevailing risk management paradigm. Since the 1970s,
the theory and practice of disaster risk management has shifted from a ‘top-down’ government-led model towards a more ‘people-
centred’ model that emphasises the participation of stakeholders, especially affected people [2,36,37]. Research has shown that al-
lowing affected people to input knowledge, raise concerns, and enhance their capacities improves the quality and implementation of
risk management, and reduces underlying vulnerabilities [38–41]. Furthermore, the incorporation of local and indigenous knowledge
contributes to community resilience, by helping identify signs to trigger early warnings, anticipate potential hazards, and improve
disaster recovery [42–44].

Workshops and consultations conducted with flood-affected residents in the Lockyer Valley, Australia, were an important avenue
for risk management authorities to understand the population's needs, and ensure participation in the subsequent relocation process
[45]. By contrast, public information sessions conducted in flood-affected areas of St George, Australia, were widely viewed as involv-
ing one-way communications and, as a result, missed out an opportunity to consult community members, draw on local knowledge
and address their concerns [11]. Positioning the relocation areas proximate to the original location was understood to facilitate access
to existing community networks and social services [45,46]. Meanwhile, detailed planning based on extensive community engage-
ment has been found to help “residents to feel ownership and attachment to the new community” [46, p. 8].

The costs of implementing relocation poorly are high. Relocations—especially those which are government mandated and involve
movement to unfamiliar areas—can weaken social, cultural and community connections, disrupt livelihoods, affect culture and kin-
ship ties, negatively impact health and wellbeing, and in some cases lead to higher mortality rates among people affected people [47].
Relocation can make it easier for authorities to restrict civil liberties, and, as a result, may cloak other objectives [48]. Planning for
and implementing relocation can also take many years to implement, increasing the risk for people affected [46]. In addition, Dan-
nenberg et al. found that “new housing is essential as part of relocation.” [46, p. 8].

Much of the literature on planned relocation focuses on a small number of risks, primarily floods and sea level rise (e.g. [7–13,46,
49]). There is a dearth of research on some types of risks including landslide-triggered tsunamis. Furthermore, there is little written
about how societies plan for relocation due to historically unprecedented risks. This article addresses both gaps, and contributes two
additional case studies to the planned relocation literature.

Urbanisation and colonial power dynamics also represent sources of relocation pressure. For centuries there have been connec-
tions between increased globalisation, and the movement of people from rural to urban areas [50]. King et al. found that the depar-
ture of just 10% of a community may be “devastating to marginally viable small and rural settlements where outmigration of young
families exacerbates an already present economic decline” [12, p. 89]. Urbanisation has increased in recent decades in both Iceland
and Greenland due to policies of centralising services under the justification of more efficient delivery [51]. Research suggests this
trend is tapering off in polar regions due to improved access to communication technology in rural areas, unwillingness to move, in-
ability to relocate, attachment to place, and growth in tourism [50,52,53]. Research into planned relocation among flood-prone
coastal communities in the US by Bukvic et al. found that compared with urban areas, inhabitants from rural areas were more likely to
emphasise place attachment and experience adverse psychosocial effects in the process of planned retreat especially if livelihoods
were connected to the land such as farming and fishing [49].

Colonialism has a long history of a particular type of planned relocation process, typically involving the migration of groups under
the direct political authorisation of colonial authorities for governance purposes [54, p. 97]. Iceland gained full independence from
Denmark in 1944, while Greenland remains part of the Kingdom of Denmark. Prior to 1944 the situation faced by Iceland did not fit
neatly into the dualistic colonised-coloniser situation, and there was not a similar history of forced relocation as occurred in Green-
land [55]. Forced relocation under colonialism, especially in relation to tribal and indigenous people, renders relocation of tradition-
ally marginalised communities deserving of thoughtful consideration [56]. Climate change already renders indigenous people more
vulnerable to relocation, loss of agency and diminishing cultural attachment to place [35]. This is exacerbated by systematic and his-
torical impediments to access justice and the realisation of human rights [35]. Colonial power dynamics typically favour migration
over local desires to adapt in place to preserve national identity and sovereignty [57].

3. Field sites
3.1. Svínafellsheiði, Iceland

In 2014, farmers discovered a fracture in the Svínafellsheiði mountainside (see Fig. 1). Subsequent investigation revealed that it
was part of a 1.7 km long fracture that expanded at a rate of 1.3 cm per year between 2016 and 2018 [27]. When the unstable Sví-
nafellsheiði slope collapses, an estimated 60 million cubic metres of bedrock is predicted to fall on the surface of the glacier [27]. The
landslide may remain deposited on the glacial surface; however, there is a chance that such a large landslide could incorporate ice
from the glacial surface, and then cause flooding or a tsunami from the pro-glacial lake. If this happens, the resulting mass of rock, ice,
water and air in motion could pose and infrastructure downhill [28,29]. A landslide roughly a quarter of the size caused a tsunami
75 m high when it fell on the Icelandic glacier Steinsholtsjökull in 1967 [58,59]. The primary hazard for people residing in the area
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Fig. 1. Öræfi district in south-east Iceland with Svínafellsheiði slope instability in orange (Base map: [62]; detail added by Stephanie Matti).

stems from a potential tsunami rather than the landslide itself [60]. The risk is predicted to increase coming decades as the lake ex-
pands due to the effects of climate change (MG.1; S.5). It is not possible to predict with any certainty when the landslide will occur
(S.2); the timing of slope failures notoriously difficult to predict in any context [61].

Freysnes is located 800 m from the pro-glacial lake, Svínafell lies 2 km further south-east. Both Freysnes and the western-most
farms of Svínafell are predicted to be exposed to the risk in coming decades [60]. In early 2018, there were about 80 people living in
Freysnes, most of whom were foreign tourism employees. In recent decades the economy of the area has shifted from a dependence on
agriculture and fishing, to large-scale tourism with 27,455 tourists visiting the Svínafellsjökull glacier in 2018 [63,64]. In early sum-
mer 2018, an estimated 1500 people spent time in the area exposed to the hazard each day, including an estimated 800 tourists on
glacier tours Svínafellsjökull, as well as over 100 tourism employees [65].

In Iceland, the Department of Civil Protection and Emergency Management (DCPEM) coordinates measures to prevent physical in-
jury to the public, damage to the environment and property, and provide emergency assistance [66]. Civil Protection Committees are
responsible for emergency management at the municipal level. DCPEM supervises assistance between districts, and coordinates assis-
tance from Government agencies to municipalities. The Icelandic Association for Search and Rescue and the Icelandic Red Cross sup-
port risk and emergency management.

At the time of writing, it was unclear whether the unstable Svínafellsheiði slope risk would be classified as a landslide or a flood
with significant implications for the applicable relocation framework. Regulations for landslides and avalanches are more prescrip-
tive than for floods. Measures to prevent damage and accidents caused by avalanches and landslides in Iceland are outlined under Act
49/1997 on Protective Measures Against Avalanches and Landslides [67, Article 1]. The Chief of Police, in consultation with DCPEM,
can order housing to be vacated due avalanche or landslide risk [67, Article 7]. Municipal governments can also recommend the
Avalanche and Landslide Committee to purchase or transfer the buildings [67, Article 11]. The municipal government becomes the
owner of purchased assets but further use is subject to approval at the ministerial level [67, Article 11]. If there is no agreement with
residents on the purchase of the building, the municipal government can take possession in accordance with the Expropriation Act
[67, Article 11]. The cost of purchase is based on the market price of comparable buildings in the municipality outside risk areas [67,
Article 14].

3.2. Karrat and Uummannaq Fjords
On June 17, 2017, the village of Nuugaatsiaq in Karrat Fjord of north-western Greenland experienced a tsunami triggered by a

large landslide 32 km away. It left four people dead, nine injured, and most buildings damaged or destroyed (KNR, 13 April 2022a;
see Fig. 2). Prior to the tsunami, there were no known unstable slopes in the area [68]. All 75 residents from Nuugaatsiaq and 99 resi-
dents from nearby Illorsuit were evacuated to the regional centre of Uummannaq, and were later informed that they would not be
able to return due to the ongoing tsunami risk [22,68]; KNR, July 20, 2019). Residents of Niaqornat were also evacuated after the
tsunami but were able to return soon afterwards.

In May 2021, the National Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland announced that four unstable slopes had been identified:
three close to area that caused the 2017 tsunami (Karrat complex), and a fourth approximately 50 km south (Kangerluasuk complex)
(KNR, 13 May 2021b; see Fig. 2). It then updated the worst-case tsunami scenarios, which this article has replicated in Table 1. Mu-
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Fig. 2. Karrat and Uummannaq Fjords in Greenland with unstable landslide complexes in orange (Base map: [62]; detail added by Stephanie Matti).

Table 1
Updated risk to Karrat and Uummannaq Fjord villages.

Settlement Population in 20201 Residents offered relocation2 Warning time3 Maximum wave height4 Maximum inundation height5

Nuugaatsiaq 0 (formerly 99) 99 7 min 28 m 32–74 m
Illorsuit 0 (formerly 75) 75 13 min 9 m 19–43 m
Niaqornat 35 35 23 min 4 m 9–17 m
Qaarsut 174 113 26 min 5 m 9–23 m
Uummannaq 1407 10 30 min 10 m 6–14 m
Saattut 223 8 35 min No data 5–10.5 m
Ukkusissat 154 3 26 min No data 5.5–7.5 m
Ikerasak 233 7 38 min No data 4.5–11 m

Table 1 sources: 1 [69]; 2 KNR, 17 June 2021a; 3 KNR, 11 May 2021a; 4 KNR, February 11, 2021; 5 KNR, 11 May 2021c

nicipal planning was revised on the basis of the new risk assessments (KNR, 13 April 2022a). A total of 176 residents from seven set-
tlements were deemed to live in houses exposed to this tsunami risk, and the municipal government offered those households volun-
tary relocation support (KNR 17 June 2021a; KNR 11 May 2021a; KNR May 23, 2021). These included all inhabitants from Niaqornat
and the majority from Qaarsut (KNR 11 May 2021a).

As a self-governing territorial entity within the Kingdom of Denmark, responsibility for risk preparedness in Greenland is split be-
tween the Government of Greenland (Naalakkersuisut), Danish authorities (including the military and police), and municipal authori-
ties within Greenland [70]. The response to accidents and disasters is led by the Greenlandic police—which is part of the National Po-
lice of Denmark—and operations are directed by the Chief of Police in Greenland. Municipal Emergency Preparedness Commissions
manage emergency services, and develop contingency plans for each of Greenland's five municipalities. An Emergency Preparedness
Commission, established by the Government of Greenland, advises Government about emergency preparedness matters, and compiles
a contingency plan for Greenland [70]. Rescue preparedness measures in Greenland are outlined under Act 14 on Rescue Prepared-
ness in Greenland and on Fire and Explosion Prevention Measures. The Act covers different aspects of evacuation[70, Article 35], but
provides little guidance on relocation processes. It does establish that emergency services have the right to demolish buildings if it is
deemed necessary to stop the spread of injury [70, Article 16]. Act 25 on Expropriation also outlines that the Government of Green-
land can expropriate private property, if the transfer of property by amicable agreement has first been sought [71, Article 1]. Com-
pensation to the property owner is determined by a committee of four or five independent people, including members appointed by
the national and municipal governments [71, Article 2].
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4. Methodology
This article presents a case study analysis of two communities exposed to landslide-triggered tsunami risk: the Svínafellsheiði

slope in Iceland, and the Karrat and Uummannaq Fjords in Greenland. It builds on an ethnographic study about risk management of
the Svínafellsheiði unstable slope, which focused on the role of local knowledge [65], effects on psychosocial wellbeing [72], and risk
communication with tourism employees [73]. This article expands the scope of the research to take a forward-looking stance to exam-
ine issues relating to planned relocation processes, which are not explored in the earlier articles. It then draws insights from Green-
land: another Arctic territory which has also started to manage landslide-triggered tsunami risk for the first time in the last five years.
This section outlines the methodology employed by describing both the case selection, and data sources.

4.1. Case selection
There are several factors—including scale, political history and hazard type—that make the two cases sufficiently comparable for

analysis. The communities affected are similar in size: 151 people officially live in the Öræfi district (see Fig. 1) 1 with approximately
80 people in areas exposed to the hazard; 99 people were living in Nuugaatsiaq and 75 in Illorsuit before the tsunami in 2017 [68];
most exposed communities in Uummannaq Fjord have similarly small populations (see Table 1; see Fig. 2). The case study locations
are isolated; the nearest town with approximately 5000 people or more is almost 300 km from Öræfi, and 450 km from Karrat Fjord.
Iceland has the lowest population density in Europe with 3.5 inhabitants per square kilometre [53], while Greenland is the most
sparsely populated territory in the world with just 0.025 inhabitants per square kilometre [74,75]. Combined with high rates of ur-
banisation [53,76], this results in extremely low population densities in rural areas in both cases. Greenland and Iceland are neigh-
bouring islands in the North Atlantic polar region [3] with recent experiences of Danish colonialism: Iceland gained full independence
from Denmark in 1944,2 while Greenland remains part of the Kingdom of Denmark. There are also important similarities regarding
the type of hazard, with both cases involving the risk of a tsunami triggered by a large landslide from over-steepened slopes desta-
bilised by glacial retreat, and permafrost degradation. In both instances, the main threat to people stems from the risk of a tsunami
rather than from the landslide itself [22,60]. Large landslides have already occurred from the same unstable slopes in both Svínafell-
sheiði (2013), and Karrat Fjord (2017). However, in both cases, the situation represents the first case of governments in these areas
actively managing the risk from this type of risk, including planned relocation processes.

There are also important differences between the cases that warrant mention. The 2013 landslide from Svínafellsheiði had no ef-
fect on people or infrastructure in the area. By comparison, the 2017 tsunami in Karrat Fjord caused fatalities, large-scale destruction,
and the evacuation of entire communities. The Karrat and Uummannaq Fjords are home to indigenous Kalaallit people, many of
whom are connected to the land and location through local hunting and fishing grounds. In Iceland, several families have long histo-
ries in the Öræfi district (with some dating back to 1300 AD), but they do not identify as indigenous; most livelihoods in the area are
tourism-based.

The Government of Iceland recently published a report on the potential of increased collaboration between Iceland and Greenland
including in relation to emergency response [75]. In discussing the expanded tsunami risk in May 2021, the Chairman of the Govern-
ment of Greenland also talked about the need for expanded cooperation with neighbouring countries on emergency preparedness
(KNR, 12 May 2021c). Both Governments have collaborated with the Government of Norway, which has long-standing experience of
managing landslide-triggered tsunamis. However, there is potential for collaboration between government agencies and affected
communities in Iceland and Greenland, who are exposed to a historically unprecedented risk, and who are working out procedures for
planning relocation.

4.2. Data sources
For the Svínafellsheiði case, a purposive sampling method was used to identify 52 people (25 females; 27 males) who participated

in a series of 50 semi-structured interviews [73]. The interviewees were: fourteen Icelandic local inhabitants, seven foreign inhabi-
tants,3 nine glacier guides, nine tourists, three risk management experts not residents in the area, three scientists, two municipal Gov-
ernment officials, two tourism experts, two search and rescue coordinators, and one national park ranger (see Annex 1). All inter-
views were conducted in English except one conducted in Icelandic through a translator. The interviews were typically between 60
and 90 min in length. All interviews and field notes were recorded, transcribed, and openly coded [77]. Participants were provided
with a description of the research, information about the researchers, and the mode of audio-recording. Informed consent to partici-
pate was audio-recorded in all cases. To ensure anonymity, sources were broadly categorised and coded as local inhabitants (LI), for-
eign inhabitants (FI), glacier guides (GG), municipal government authorities (MG), scientists (S), and Government officials (GO). The
dearth of media coverage of the Svínafellsheiði case, including local perspectives, necessitated this interview-based data collection
approach.

The academic literature on the tsunami risk in Karrat and Uummannaq Fjords was squarely focused on the scientific basis of the
hazard. In reviewing the literature, we found only one study that examined the human side of the situation in any detail. Strzelecki
and Jaskólski [22] covered the immediate environmental, infrastructure, and socio-economic impact of the 2017 tsunami. We did not

1 These official statistics do not include most non-Icelanders living and working in the area.
2 The situation faced by Iceland did not fit neatly into the dualistic colonised-coloniser situation, and there was not a similar history of forced relocation as occurred in

Greenland [56].
3 For the purposes of this research, ‘foreign inhabitant’ refers to a foreign-born person living in the Öræfi district for fewer than ten years, who does not speak Ice-

landic at a conversational level, nor have ancestoral connections to the area. ‘Local inhabitant’ means Icelandic-speaking person, with personal and family history in the
area.
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find any studies that examined risk management, nor any academic literature on the expanded risk in Uummannaq Fjord. A review of
the relevant government and press outlets showed that Kalaallit Nunaata Radioa (KNR)— Greenland's government-funded public ser-
vice radio—had by far the most extensive coverage of the case.

The present study was based on an analysis of 55 news articles published online on KNR (see Annex 2). The articles were selected
by reviewing all entries under the search “Karrat”, and examining all those from the first tsunami on June 17, 2017 onwards. All were
published in Kalaallisut and Danish; for the purpose of this study, the Danish versions were translated into English using online trans-
lation software, with quality checks conducted by a bilingual research assistant. Articles from other press outlets were used to corrob-
orate some of the information that the KNR articles contained. The KNR articles covered different perspectives and frequently incor-
porated extensive quotations from local inhabitants, and Government officials at the municipal and national levels. As a public broad-
caster, the tone of the articles was measured, avoiding some of the sensationalism present in other sources (e.g. [78]). Some topics
were followed through successive articles, giving insight into different perspectives, and the evolution of risk management processes.
These articles represent a rich source of data that has until now not been utilised for scholarly research.

This study is based on reconstructive narrative analysis guided by the best practice for planned relocation steps outlined by
Weerasinghe ([5]; Section 2.1). This included paying attention to: how groups are vulnerable; participation of affected people in deci-
sion-making processes; funding and compensation schemes; establishing a criteria for when relocation planning should start; and pay-
ing attention to site selection, livelihoods and integration.

The interviews and field work conducted as part of this study was approved by the University of Iceland ethics committee. From
the initial planning phase, this research was guided by the obligation of anthropologists to avoid causing harm to others when under-
taking research [79].

5. Results
5.1. Risk management of the Svínafellsheiði slope, Iceland

There were several indications that the relocation of people from Freysnes and the westernmost farms of Svínafell was under con-
sideration by risk management authorities. Early in the study period, one risk manager mentioned that “if its decided that this area is
too dangerous to live in then the fund would buy all the houses” (RM.2). However, in later interviews and informal discussions, scien-
tists, risk managers and municipal officials discussed the challenges of using the Avalanche and Landslide Fund to compensate people
for their homes in the case of relocation, both due to the type of hazard and the zoning of the area (MO.1, S.5). Modelling of the flood
risk due to the unstable slope presented at the October 22, 2020 risk briefing showed that by 2070, Freysnes was predicted to be af-
fected by a large flood with about 5 min of notice [60]. This increased risk further raises the prospect of relocation. However, there
was little discussion of planning for relocation in the public briefings.

Public meetings organized by Government authorities represented the main forum through which local residents interfaced with
Government risk management agencies (see Fig. 3). These included closed meetings with members of the community living in the im-
mediate vicinity, meetings of the Regional Civil Protection Committee, and town hall briefings open to the public. In total, nine meet-
ings were held on five dates between October 2018 and October 2020 [73]. All of the Icelandic inhabitants interviewed as part of this
research had attended at least one of these meetings.

Participant observation undertaken as part of this study indicated that there was a clear distinction between the dialogic work-
shops conducted with people directly exposed to the risk, and the larger town hall meetings. Even the seating plan was prescient of
the engagement fostered. The closed workshops with people affected, and the Regional Civil Protection Committee, involved some
updates by Government officials and scientists, however, the bulk of the time was spent with people engaging in dialogue about risk
management plans (GO.2; GO.4; participant observation, October 24, 2018). A smaller number of people were seated around a table
and the focus of the meeting was on active discussion. The stated aim of Government officials was to collectively guide risk manage-
ment processes through input from affected people (GO.3). Government representatives mentioned afterwards that the meeting had

Fig. 3. Town hall meeting about the fracture, Hof (Photo: [80].
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been particularly productive in terms of planning. However, several people living in the area who attended the workshop commented
in subsequent interviews that they felt that the official risk management processes in general did not sufficiently incorporate their
opinions, including in relation to discussions of relocation (LI.2; LI.3). In contrast to the workshop, the town hall meeting involved ex-
perts presenting information to the public, and allowing them to ask questions or raise issues at the end of the meeting. The people at-
tending the town hall meeting were informed about the risk but were not actively engaged in the decision-making process.

The Icelandic Government's risk management approach was perceived differently from person to person. Some local inhabitants
felt that the meetings were conducted in an informative and collaborative manner (LI.2), but not everyone felt that their concerns
were taken seriously and given appropriate follow-up. One local inhabitant who attended the hall meeting explained that “when we
ask, they are like “yeah, yeah, that's a good idea” but then nothing happens” (LI.15). At the time of writing, in April 2022, there were
no publicly available emergency response plans or risk assessments, and information had only been provided orally. When asked
about lessons learnt about the risk management processes, a local inhabitant explained that for a similar risk the future, the response
should be to “make a plan ASAP, talk to the people who live in the area. Ask them how they feel and what they want to do” (LI.3).

At the October 24, 2018 public meeting, Government officials did not recommend residents relocate pre-emptively due to the Sví-
nafellsheiði risk (public meeting, October 24, 2018). This topic was not covered in detail in subsequent risk management meetings
during the study period (personal communication with local inhabitant, May 8, 2022). Mitigation has focused on other measures in-
cluding an emergency alert system. Due to the proximity of inhabited areas to the slope, the warning time once a landslide begins is
extremely limited (S.2; GO.2). As a result, warning systems are orientated towards technical monitoring of movement in the slope and
ascertaining thresholds that warn of imminent collapse. The Government established a system to send an alert to all mobile phones in
an area exposed to an urgent emergency event (DCPEM, 2018). Residents expressed concerns about poor mobile reception (LI.1; LI.3;
LI.13), whether they would wake up to a message sent at night (LI.3), and whether tourists would know how to respond to such a mes-
sage (LI.1). In 2018, the Government discussed setting up a siren system in high-risk areas (GO.2); however, as of September 2021, no
such system had been established. Government authorities recommended emergency response protocols involved exiting the area by
vehicle or taking shelter in Freysnes (public meeting, October 24, 2018).

During a public meeting, Icelandic Government officials explained that as the risk escalates in coming decades due to the pre-
dicted expansion of the proglacial lake, sheltering in place will no longer represent an advisable response strategy (IMO, October 22,
2020). One Government representative suggested that an alternative could be partial evacuation ahead of time, in which tourists
would leave the area but local residents could stay, and be prepared for an emergency evacuation (GO.2). Yet this too has its prob-
lems. There was no indication that public authorities had prepositioned emergency supplies for rapid response, and one local resident
questioned the wisdom of locating the local search and rescue base in the area exposed to the hazard (LI.3). Another option could be
to trigger the landslide intentionally using explosives. However, scientists have advised against such an approach, warning that it is
highly unpredictable and risks forming new instability in the slopes (S.2).

Nevertheless, some measures have been implemented to reduce local exposure to the risk. On June 22, 2018, local police advised
“against travel on Svínafellsjökull due to landslide danger. In particular, guided tours on the glacier are discouraged. Travellers are
advised to stop only for a short while at viewpoints by the glacier tongue” [29]. Guided tours on Svínafellsjökull glacier were discon-
tinued, and warning signs erected on access roads. Still, most tourists continue to pass the exposed area by vehicle, as there are no al-
ternate routes heading east through the district. As a result, the number of people exposed has remained largely unchanged, but the
period and degree of exposure decreased significantly.

In the period between 2018 and 2020, a “no-build zone” was established to prevent a further increase in people and infrastructure
exposed [72,73]. Government officials spoke to local residents to inform them of the no-build zone, but no written information was
provided, making the exact parameters of the policy unclear. The no-build zone had negative repercussions for the psychosocial well-
being of people in the area including perpetuation of feelings of frustration, and that their future was on hold [72,73].

In the interviews conducted as part of this study, residents gave several reasons why they chose to live in the area despite the risk.
Many local inhabitants were from families that had resided there for generations, with one family tracing their history in the area
back to 1300 AD [65]. Another resident mentioned that “this is my life here, my heart is here” (LI.4). The environment was also de-
scribed as powerful, and demanding respect (LI.1; LI.6). There was a deep sense of community, with interactions described as “kind”,
“respectful” and “supportive” (LI.2; LI.10). Some interviewees were more resigned to the risk, noting that “we want to live here be-
cause of various reasons and then you just take it as it comes” (LI.3) and that “it is best to live here as usual, if we are not going then
we have to just keep on” (LI.4).

Only two interviewees discussed relocation. When questioned about what she would do if the authorities recommend relocation,
one resident responded “I don't know. I don't know. I have no idea. Of course I would really like to continue to stay here, but there is
not much available land nearby” (LI.1). This was complicated by a lack of clarity about the potential relocation regulations that
would apply based on whether the risk is classified as a landslide or a flood; as well as by the national Landslide and Avalanche Fund
not covering compensation for loss and damage caused by landslides in rural areas such as the Öræfi district. A representative of the
municipal government was critical of this policy, mentioning that each residence exposed to the risk was:

a home of people, there is a lot of money invested there, and it has been there for a long time. And this hazard comes in and you
don’t get any compensation from the Government because where it is situated. I don't know why it is like that, because the dan-
ger was not known when it was built (MG.2).

The tourism industry was mentioned as a reason for hastening the risk assessment process: “in the south you have all the tourism
booming, and everybody wants to do something to provide service for the tourists, so there was more urgency regarding that” (S.5).
Yet the focus of government-led risk management processes has been on residents rather than businesses in the area. Furthermore, de-
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spite tourism-driven demographic shifts, local Icelandic inhabitants remained the “basic unit on which risk management processes
were centred, with repercussions for the ways in which exposure was calculated and risk was communicated” [73]. For instance,
some residents questioned how the authorities communicated the risk to tourism employees who were temporary residents. A glacier
guide reflected:

I feel uncomfortable about the number of foreign workers in the area exposed to Svínafellsheiði. People who are constantly liv-
ing and working on site, they don’t necessarily have this deeper intergenerational understanding that this is their home. You
have people who drive past once in their life, and then people who live there their whole life and are resigned to it. But this cat-
egory of people who live there for some months or years, that is difficult. There is also the economic incentive, nobody wants to
make decisions to leave when their livelihoods are affected (GG.5).

All of the local inhabitants interviewed had a comprehensive understanding of the risk and emergency response procedures based
both on scientific and local knowledge ([65]; LI.1-16). By comparison, the foreign tourism employees living and working in the area
interviewed for this study displayed a wide spectrum of understanding of the risk, and how to respond [73]. Government officials ac-
knowledged that foreign inhabitants were not always adequately informed, explaining the difficulties faced given language and cul-
tural barriers, and high staff turnover rates (GO.2). Very few of the tourists interviewed as part of this research were aware of the risk
or how to respond in the case of imminent collapse, and none understood the scale of the hazard (T.1-8).

Local residents raised concerns about how dynamics with the municipal council affected official risk management processes. One
resident explained that it felt like a hassle for municipal officials to attend the public meetings because of the distance they had to
travel (LI.3). Another resident felt that “local people here we try to find solutions” while the municipal government staff “just work
from nine to five and they don't realise the situation” (LI.1). The same resident perceived that this was part of a trend in which munici-
pal governments “kind of take over the countryside because there are less and less people living in the countryside” (LI.1). She felt
that the municipal government would prefer if the affected people would move to the urban centre in the area (LI.1). In 2019, people
in the Öræfi district established a community association to represent their interests vis-à-vis municipal and national authorities. The
chairperson of the Öræfi association stated that “we are a group of people who live here in the area, so we can have a voice” (LI.3).

5.2. Risk management in Karrat and Uummannaq Fjords, Greenland
The Governments of Greenland and Denmark made an initial commitment of DKK 110 million to the tsunami response (approxi-

mately USD 16 million) (KNR, September 1, 2017; KNR, August 15, 2017). For households evacuated from Nuugaatsiaq and Illorsuit,
the municipal government offered to build a house in a new location that they would be able to rent (KNR, July 20, 2019). The 40
houses built were owned by the municipality (KNR, July 20, 2019). Each eligible household was given some limited choice over
where the house allocated to them would be constructed; houses were ultimately built in four different locations (KNR, July 15,
2020). There was no indication that people were given the option of supported relocation outside the municipality. In choosing where
to relocate, one resident reasoned that for her family “there just must not be too many people” (KNR, May 23, 2021) another couple
chose to relocate to Saattut because they found it “reminiscent of our former settlement Illorsuit, in terms of how and when the sea
freezes occasionally, and how autumn and summer develop” (KNR, July 20, 2019). People who owned homes in the affected villages
but also had a second habitable house elsewhere received DKK 50,000 (approximately USD 7000) as compensation for their house in
Nuugaatsiaq or Illorsuit (KNR, August 22, 2018).

The Government recommended against people returning to Illorsuit and Nuugaatsiaq. In a 2018 news article: “The Greenland
Emergency Preparedness Commission considers that citizens should still not return to Nuugaatsiaq and Illorsuit, and should not move
in the immediate vicinity of these danger areas” (KNR, August 21, 2018, p. 1). In May 2021, this approach was softened with a Gov-
ernment official clarifying that “no one stops them from moving back to the village. If they have decided to live there, it is not forbid-
den” (KNR, May 26, 2021). Some people continue to return to the now abandoned villages to fish and hunt (KNR, September 4, 2018).
However, government jobs, electricity and water would not be restored to Illorsuit (KNR, May 26, 2021), with the justification that it
would expose employees to unacceptable risk (KNR, May 26, 2021). Telephone lines and internet connections were also unlikely to be
restored [81].

Several KNR articles indicate that evacuation and subsequent relocation had negative effects on psychosocial wellbeing of the peo-
ple affected. Children showed signs of trauma years later including increased anger and crying, difficulties sleeping, intensified anxi-
ety, and self-harm (KNR, May 23, 2021). Four years after the tsunami, one child was still “getting anxious, tensing his muscles really
hard and starting to bleed out of his nose while shouting and crying that he would like to return to Nuugaatsiaq” (KNR, May 23,
2021). Among adults, alcohol use increased with one resident explaining that “the new life has been too much, and social problems
have arisen in the wake of the evacuation” (KNR, June 22, 2018). The tight-knit nature of the communities was viewed as an impor-
tant support network in the aftermath of the disaster, enabling “grieving together and carrying the sorrow as a community” [78, p. 1].
Limited psychological support has been made available to those who were evacuated (KNR, May 23, 2021).

People who were evacuated expressed different opinions about where they would prefer to live. Many—especially those from Il-
lorsuit—were keen to return (KNR, April 12, 2022; KNR, February 11, 2021). One resident stated that “Even though it's about to be
four years ago, our desire to return home remains” (KNR, February 11, 2021). An association called Peqatigiiffik Illorsuarmiut was
formed by people from Illorsuit to support the community, including advocating for return (KNR, February 11, 2021). Other former
residents preferred to remain in the new place they had settled, with one person explaining that “We have to adapt so that we do not
have to experience something similar again … If a snow sparrow can escape with its young to a safer place, why should we humans
not be able to do the same” (KNR, 17 June 2021b).
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In May 2021, the National Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland announced that four unstable slopes had been identified:
three close to area that caused the 2017 tsunami (Karrat complex), and a fourth approximately 50 km south (Kangerluasuk complex)
(KNR, 13 May 2021b; see Fig. 2). It then updated the worst-case tsunami scenarios, which this article has replicated in Table 1. Mu-
nicipal planning was revised on the basis of the new risk assessments (KNR, 13 April 2022a). A total of 176 residents from seven set-
tlements were deemed to live in houses exposed to this tsunami risk, and the municipal government offered those households volun-
tary relocation support (KNR 17 June 2021a; KNR 11 May 2021a; KNR May 23, 2021). These included all inhabitants from Niaqornat
and the majority from Qaarsut (KNR 11 May 2021a).

The support offered by the municipal government included free emergency accommodation in Uummannaq, rehousing in rental
accommodation, and termination of existing mortgages from government-backed financiers (KNR July 14, 2021). There was no pol-
icy to relieve mortgages backed by commercial banks (KNR July 14, 2021). People were given some choice over the location to which
they would move, but destinations depended on housing availability in an already highly constrained rental market (KNR 11 May
2021a). The former municipal bailiff in the village of Nuugaatsiaq was sceptical that many residents would take up the offer:

The citizens of the area are independent. They have their own houses, and for them it is not attractive to move to rental hous-
ing, which is otherwise expensive. It is in itself nice to give that opportunity, and it is a nice gesture. But there is already a
shortage of housing in Uummannaq. There is also a shortage of harbor and fishing places, and therefore it is doubtful whether
the 176 people will accept the offer (KNR, 12 May 2021b).

Of those offered relocation assistance, 46 initially agreed to relocate. However, some were then informed verbally by municipal
authorities that their homes would be demolished after they relocated. This information was not communicated in writing (KNR,
June 25, 2021). The Government later retracted that position and issued an apology (KNR, June 26, 2021). Two weeks later, the Gov-
ernment of Greenland announced that people would not have to give up their home in order to access the relocation scheme (July 14,
2021). While some people took up the offer and chose to relocate (KNR, June 29, 2021), 15 residents who initially accepted the offer,
changed their mind after the incident, and decided to stay in their homes despite the risk (KNR, July 1, 2021). One resident explained:

I was otherwise ready. I wanted to move because I live alone. If I had to flee in the middle of the night or during the day, I could
not do anything. Now, I have decided to stay here … I have absolutely no confidence in the Government and Avannaata Kom-
munia [municipal government] anymore (KNR, 29 June 2021).

The relocation assistance offered to people from Uummannaq Fjord was not received well by some from Nuugaatsiaq and Illorsuit
who acquiesced to relocation, because they were not offered the option of being able to return to their community. A resident from Il-
lorsuit explained:

I got really jealous when I heard about it the other day. They are really lucky that they get the opportunity to choose for them-
selves … We had no rights then. We were forced and carried away from there without being told where we were being flown to
(KNR, 12 April 2022).

Residents from Uummannaq Fjord who chose not to accept the voluntary relocation offer gave various justifications for their deci-
sion. One woman noted that she had helped build her house in 1994, and that she has always lived in the village, and she has “many
emotions in the house, which has been her home for the past 27 years” (KNR, Jun 25, 2021). The uncertainty associated with acquir-
ing rental accommodation were also dissuasive (KNR 12 May 2021b). Finally, some residents did not believe that they would be at
risk if they remained (KNR 13 April 2022b; KNR 11 May 2021b). Those wanting to return to Illorsuit mentioned their pride in the sur-
rounding nature (KNR, 13 April 2022b), and recent community developments before the 2017 tsunami including an expansion of the
shopping centre and plans for a new health centre that were underway before the evacuation, as reasons for wanting to return (KNR,
April 12, 2022).

Various measures have been employed to mitigate the tsunami risk. Risk management and contingency plans were updated (KNR,
13 April 2022a; KNR, April 12, 2022). While the feasibility of an automated early warning system was being assessed (KNR, 11 May
2021a), people were stationed nearby several villages to monitor for tsunami signs (KNR, February 11, 2021; KNR, 11 May 2021a).
Awareness raising campaigns about warning signs and emergency response protocols were conducted (KNR, April 12, 2022). A sys-
tem of emergency sirens was established in the municipality, and tested through regular evacuation exercises (KNR, 13 April 2022a).
Questions have been raised about the coverage of sirens, with one resident explaining that she can “only hear the siren when her win-
dows are open” (KNR, 17 June 2021a). Different solutions were being investigated including extending the siren system, increasing
the volume, installing sirens in individual houses, and establishing an SMS alert system (KNR, June 23, 2017; KNR, May 17, 2021).
Escape routes, and emergency shelters have been constructed to facilitate emergency evacuation to higher ground, and emergency
provisions have been prepositioned (KNR, 13 April 2022a; KNR, May 30, 2021). Concern was expressed about the location of the re-
gional health centre, a village power station and planned emergency accommodation in exposed areas (KNR, May 17, 2021; KNR,
May 16, 2021). Scientists advised against detonation of the landslides (KNR, 13 May 2021b).

5.2.1. Public engagement in official risk management
Public meetings organized by the Greenlandic Government represented the central forum whereby affected communities inter-

acted with government risk management processes (see Fig. 4). Meetings were as follows.
- July 2017 with evacuees (KNR, June 30, 2017);
- August 2018 with evacuees in Uummannaq about housing options (KNR, August 22, 2018);
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Fig. 4. Public meeting conducted in Niaqornat. Despite the unprecedented tsunami risk, no residents showed interest in relocating from the village during the meeting
(Photo: [82].

- May 2021 with separate meetings for all affected communities about the updated risk assessment (KNR, 12 May 2021a); and
- June 2021 with affected people about upcoming relocations (KNR, June 24, 2021).

At these meetings, information was typically presented by government officials, with input from scientists, followed by the oppor-
tunity for the public to ask questions. Citizens asked for decisions to be justified and expressed their dissatisfaction (KNR, June 17,
2018; KNR, 13 May 2021a). Approaches proposed by citizens included building residential houses higher on slopes in communities at
risk (KNR, February 11, 2021) or requests to return to Nuugaatsiaq and Illorsuit (KNR, June 17, 2018). There were reports that people
did not receive responses to complaints lodged with the Government of Greenland and municipal government about the condition of
housing to which they would be relocated (KNR, 13 May 2021a). However, the policy reversal and apology for the plan to demolish
the original houses of relocated people represented a case in which municipal authorities directly responded to objections raised by
residents that were published in the press (KNR, June 25, 2021). Additional information was not available in the KNR reports about
the extent to which the ideas proposed by the residents affected official decision-making.

The KNR articles provide some insight into decision-making processes and power dynamics. Decisions to not reopen Nuugaatsiaq
and Illorsuit were reported as being made variously by the Government of Greenland, municipal government, or the Emergency Pre-
paredness Commission (KNR, June 30, 2017; KNR, July 17, 2017; KNR, September 4, 2018; KNR, June 23, 2017). In these statements,
risk management decisions were never portrayed as being made jointly with affected people. Instead, risk management announce-
ments refer to the government as “we” and the affected people as “they” (e.g. KNR, July 17, 2017). The Chairman of the Government
of Greenland explained that:

Transparency is important for the Government of Greenland, even if it causes people to worry. We are sharing this information
and making sure that we meet with the affected residents face-to-face and tell them about the options that are open to them
(KNR, 12 May 2021c).

While government officials mentioned the voluntary nature of 2021 relocations (KNR, 12 May 2021a), there was no indication in
the KNR articles that affected people were involved in developing the available choices. In 2021, the community association Peqatigi-
iffik Illorsuarmiut secured DKK 2 million (approximately USD 300,000) in funding from the Danish Ministry of Finance. However, the
funding was blocked by the Government of Greenland, which announced that it was because the funding was “about activities in Illor-
suit itself, and we have not been able to support that” (KNR, December 15, 2021). The association responded that the funding would
be used to hire a lawyer to help people from Illorsuit gain full control of their rights, to help feel safe again, and support them in deter-
mining their next stages in life (KNR, December 15, 2021; KNR, December 14, 2021).

6. Discussion
Hazard-induced relocation can have far-reaching consequences for the people involved. The relocation of the Nuugaatsiaq and Il-

lorsuit communities after the 2017 tsunami in Karrat Fjord has had negative mental and physical consequences, as well as disrupting
livelihoods, and undermining housing security. The relocation process for communities exposed to the tsunami risk in Uummannaq
Fjord has been more voluntary, however, elements of the planning process have damaged trust in government authorities. The
process of relocation planning due to the Svínafellsheiði slope instability has not progressed to the same extent as in Karrat and Uum-
mannaq Fjords, yet some risk mitigation measures implemented exacerbated frustration, and insecurity [72]. There are clear lessons
that can improve planned relocation processes in the cases studied.

Government risk management agencies in Iceland and Greenland have invested in hazard research and various mitigation mea-
sures. The governments in both have weighed the relative benefits of mobile versus siren alert systems. Siren systems are understood
to represent a faster mechanism by which to warn people in the event of an imminent emergency event. However, mass tourism com-
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plicates risk communication in the Öræfi district, as a study from New Zealand found that using sirens as a warning system can “con-
fuse or frighten tourists without providing clear instructions for what to do” [83, p. 81]. Emergency response simulations conducted
in the Greenlandic communities likely increase the understanding of residents about how to react when they hear the alert. Similar
simulations conducted with Icelandic and foreign inhabitants of the area could improve risk preparedness in the Öræfi district. How-
ever, managing the risk of the Svínafellsheiði slopes was further complicated by the short distance between the slopes and the ex-
posed communities, resulting in an extreme short warning time once an event has begun.

In recent years, acceptable risk has been quantified for avalanche risk in Iceland. The calculations are based on the likelihood of
being killed by an avalanche when staying in a given house [84]. This draws on extensive historical research about past avalanche
events. Part of the difficulty with landslide-triggered tsunamis risk stemming from unstable slopes of Svínafellsheiði, and Karrat and
Uummannaq Fjords, was that before the detection of the cases presented here, there had been a dearth of research into such events in
either Iceland or Greenland. While scientific assessments indicate that the risk from the Svínafellsheiði slope will increase in coming
decades, there was no clear outline of thresholds that would initiate different phases of the planned relocation process. In the Uum-
mannaq and Karrat Fjords, maps were published showing the potential inundation height under different tsunami scenarios (KNR,
May 16, 2021). However, it was unclear whether Greenland had a similar system established for quantifying acceptable risk. Such an
approach could help ground decisions in evidence that takes into account the likelihood of a hazard, the likelihood of being killed due
to the hazard, the effects of mitigation measures etc. Applying a standardised approach to all communities may help affected people
understand why some have been offered different relocation options. The development of such criteria for landslide-triggered
tsunamis in Iceland could also contribute towards the development of a mechanism for determining when different stages of the relo-
cation process should occur [5].

Public meetings were a key forum through which local inhabitants were informed about the relevant hazard, associated risks and
emergency response protocols. In both cases, the public meetings involved briefings by government officials and scientists to mem-
bers of the affected population, with time allocated for questions and comments thereafter. The meeting with people living in the area
directly exposed to the Svínafellsheiði risk was more dialogic but fell short of meaningful engagement in risk management decision-
making. In Greenland, the available options were delineated by the Government, municipal authorities and/or members of the Emer-
gency Preparedness Committee. Yet, the KNR articles suggest that even when communities were vocal about their preferences—e.g.
requests to allow returns to Illorsuit— these were not offered as options by government officials. People evacuated after the Karrat
Fjord tsunami were given some choice over their relocation destination, while the 176 people in Uummannaq Fjord were given the
choice whether or not to accept a voluntary relocation package. Informal discussions indicated that people exposed to the Svínafell-
sheiði risk similarly felt disempowered by the official risk management processes.

Some aspects of the cases covered in this research are not in-line with international planned relocation best practice, which stress
the importance of affected people being actively engaged in decision-making through all phases of relocation planning. The role of
the government should be to provide a structure to underpin and support, rather than dictate, community agency. Lessons can be
drawn from attempts at planned relocation conducted elsewhere including, for example, New Zealand and the United States
[32,47,85].

New Zealand's Matatā community, for instance, was affected by debris flows in 2005, which destroyed 27 houses and damaged 87
houses. Between 2006 and 2021, most of the almost 700 residents relocated, some with the assistance of a government buy-out initia-
tive launched in 2016 [32]. The relocation of the Matatā community was underpinned by legal regulations that removed existing land
use rights, and withdrew services from the community in order to mitigate the risk to service providers. As a result, some people af-
fected did not perceive that the relocation process was voluntary, while the associated loss of agency undermined community trust in
the relocation process, and created a sense of manipulation for the affected people [32]. Similar dynamics were evident in the cases
studied in this article, with top-down approaches proving less successful and, in some instances, counterproductive. For example, the
initial plan to demolish the houses of people relocated from Uummannaq Fjord had the effect of eroding trust in the risk management
process, and ultimately resulted in a number of people changing their decision and instead electing not relocate. Similarly, while the
Government of Greenland allows people to return to Illorsuit, the suspension of public service jobs and utilities acts as a proxy ban.
The no-build policy in the areas exposed to the Svínafellsheiði risk, was not developed in consultation with the people affected, and
resulted in dissatisfaction towards government risk management agencies.

In the United States, 85 members of the Biloxi-Chitimacha-Choctaw tribe of Isle de Jean Charles in Louisiana relocated after
coastal land loss reduced the island by more than 98% [85]. Members of the community were actively involved in developing reloca-
tion plans over a period of 16 years. In 2016, a relocation proposal developed by the community received US$ 48 million in funding;
it represented the first federal comprehensive grant for voluntary community relocation in the United States [85]. The Biloxi-
Chitimacha-Choctaw Tribe have produced a community field guide to engagement, resilience and resettlement, which aims to “pro-
vide possible ways for communities to help maintain control of the planning process and its narratives” [86, p. 5]. A report by the US
Government Accountability Office drew attention to the relocation process, and emphasised how the community engagement process
could be used to help the US federal government establish planned relocation protocols [87].

In many respects, the Karrat and Uummannaq Fjord resettlement processes are anomalous among the relocation literature. Unlike
the relocations from Isle de Jean Charles, Matatā, and the Icelandic avalanche regulations, relocated people were not provided with
their own house elsewhere, or a buyout scheme based on the market rate for similar properties outside the exposed area. Instead they
were offered rental accommodation, which increased the insecurity faced by relocated persons. The challenges associated with reloca-
tion were exacerbated by limited access to commensurate housing or land. The problem of insufficient housing is widespread in
Greenland. In the capital Nuuk, for example, the waiting time for housing can be more than a decade [88]. The natural environment
in Greenland stymies easy construction with all building materials necessarily imported, resulting in prohibitive building costs [35].
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A major challenge faced in the Karrat and Uummannaq Fjord relocation processes was the shortage of available rental properties,
with the poor quality and low availability of housing constituting important considerations for people considering voluntary reloca-
tion. Furthermore, rental accommodation was considered less attractive for people who already owned their home in exposed areas.

In the Öræfi district, there was a lack of commensurate land available in the immediate vicinity of the existing communities. The
properties exposed to the risk of Svínafellsheiði were understood to be particularly well located to service tourism in the area. Identi-
fying other similarly well-positioned locations remains a challenge. However, the housing market elsewhere in Iceland was not satu-
rated to the same extent as in Greenland, which facilitates greater flexibility of relocation options. The areas exposed to the unstable
Svínafellsheiði slope were zoned as rural, and, as a result, are not eligible for compensation through the Icelandic Avalanche and
Landslide Fund (Ofanflóðasjóður) [67]. At the time of research, government officials were continuing to investigate different funding
and compensation options to cover possible future relocation (GO.2). This lack of clarity created further uncertainty for the people af-
fected.

Risk management processes in both case studies have occurred against a backdrop of rapid urbanisation. The proportion of the Ice-
landic population living in rural farmlands fell from 88% in 1890 to seven per cent by 1980 [89]. In the past decade, the trend of pop-
ulation decline in rural farming areas has stopped and, in some areas, started to reverse in recent years due to the growth of nature
tourism [53]. The Icelandic government has identified the need for more equal access to basic services for people across the country,
and developed plans to address depopulation outside the capital area [90]. Similarly, the Greenlandic population living in rural areas
fell from 50% in 1950 to 13% by 2019 [91], and the total number of inhabited places dropped from 183 in 1938 to 74 in 2017 [92]. In
2020, a Greenlandic member of the Danish Parliament proposed that the feasibility of moving people from small and isolated villages
to bigger urban areas in Greenland be examined in order to improve access to social assistance, policing and judicial systems [93].

It is imperative that hazard-induced relocation is not used as a tool to support an urbanisation strategy, or other ulterior motives.
The approach of offering people relocated from Karrat Fjord the choice to move to neighbouring villages with a similarly sized popu-
lation helps to offset this pressure. However, it should be noted that the population of the urban centre of Uummannaq has increased
steadily in recent years. In Iceland, people in the affected communities drew attention to power dynamics with the municipal authori-
ties, and described risk management processes in the context of declining services and representation in their area. It is telling that af-
fected communities in both Öræfi and Illorsuit established community associations in the past five years to better represent their in-
terests and advocate for their rights, including vis-à-vis the municipal governments. These dynamics further underscore the impor-
tance of including the people directly affected in decision-making processes.

Framing discussions about planned relocation in Greenland are the intergenerational effects of colonialism on Indigenous people.
In the early to mid-20th century, when Greenland was still under full Danish control, the Danish State actively pursued the concentra-
tion of Greenlandic people in permanent settlements often through forced relocation and dispossession [88]. From the 1950s through
to the 1970s, numerous villages in Greenland were closed, with residents moved to larger urban areas often at considerable personal
and social costs [94]. The IPCC has confirmed that across Greenland, climate change has led to a loss of indigenous knowledge and
livelihoods [3]. Meanwhile, indigenous people around the world face systematic challenges accessing justice, realising the protection
of human rights, while also being more vulnerable to dislocation, loss of agency and diminishing cultural attachment to place [35].
Framed against this context, it is paramount that affected people lead and/or are directly involved in decision-making processes, and
that a human rights based approach is pursued.

The sustainability of relocation rests on site selection, livelihoods and integration with the host community [5]. In Iceland, liveli-
hoods in the affected area are based on the area being a tourism hub, and are, therefore, highly site specific. A key challenge would be
to identify another area that is not exposed to the hazard that has similar access to the tourism market. There are reports in Greenland
of relocated people facing difficulties accessing fishing places, and being allocated mooring in the harbour. Furthermore, the loss of
easy access to fishing and hunting grounds for relocated people added pressure on their traditional livelihoods, and was a source of
tension with the host community [95]. Finally, an important consideration in the sustainability of relocation sites is the exposure to
future tsunami risk. At present, most assisted relocation in Karrat and Uummannaq Fjords due to the tsunami risk has occurred within
the same municipality. However, the May 2021 risk assessment revealed that many of these communities were also exposed to
tsunami risk. Continuing to be exposed to tsunami risk after relocation, and the threat of secondary relocation, further compound the
potential repercussions for affected people. As research into unstable slopes continues to expand in Greenland, more communities
may be found to be exposed to tsunami risk (KNR, January 5, 2019).

6.1. Limitations
Several important limitations should be considered when interpreting this article. Planned relocation efforts were ongoing in

Uummannaq Fjord, and discussions were in the early stages in relation to the Svínafellsheiði unstable slope. As a result, recent activity
may not be described in this article.

Second, this study draws on different data sources for the two case studies: ethnographic research for the Svínafellsheiði case, and
newspaper content analysis for the Karrat and Uummannaq Fjords case. This affected how information was collected and represented,
and has implications for reliability and validity checks. The extensive use of personal quotations included in the KNR articles enables
some insight into individual perspectives, in a similar way to those uncovered in the Svínafellsheiði interviews. This facilitates the re-
constructive narrative analysis presented. However, more extensive research into the planned relocation process should be conducted
in collaboration with Greenlandic researchers.

Finally, these two cases may not be representative of other small communities exposed to landslide-triggered tsunami risk.
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7. Conclusion
Climate change has already increased hazard-induced relocation, and will continue to do so as unprecedented risks compound.

This conclusion explores how the results of this research can inform risk management and relocation planning for landslide-triggered
tsunami risk for the cases studied, and for other societies considering planned relocation due to historically unprecedented hazard-
sthat occur in sparsely populated areas. The lessons are particularly applicable to the increasing number of areas exposed to flood and
tsunami risk stemming from glacial lake outbursts including in the Hindu Kush–Himalaya and Pamir mountainous regions [96].

In the cases of the Svínafellsheiði slopes in Iceland, and the Karrat and Uummannaq Fjords in Greenland, the available risk man-
agement and relocation measures were determined by government agencies. Even when communities were vocal about their prefer-
ences, it was not clear how these were integrated into government risk management plans. To be effective, planned relocation policies
ought to ensure that consultation with affected people is meaningful, going beyond town-hall presentations by government officials
with limited opportunities community input. International best practice indicates that the people affected should play a leading part
in planning and decision-making, including the design of appropriate consultation methods. This is particularly important among
communities that have faced heightened relocation pressure due to patterns of increased urbanisation, or that have a history of
colonisation.

Lessons that emerge from these cases include that the role of government should pivot away from dictating risk management and
relocation, to providing a structure to underpin and support community agency in pursuing various risk mitigation options. To that
end, affected people should be supported to lead relocation planning processes from initial planning and consultation through to im-
plementation. This is particularly important among communities that have faced heightened relocation pressure due to urbanisation
or colonial policies. As part of that process, a system for quantifying acceptable risk for a range of hazards including landslide-
triggered tsunamis could be useful. Reference to a standardised approach could allow people to better understand the range of factors
that might be weighed as they engage in decision-making. Best practice community-led relocation planning conducted elsewhere
might also prove informative. A timeline for planning relocation should be developed early in the risk management process. In terms
of immediate risk, risk and emergency response protocols should be developed collaboratively and communicated to all people living
and working in the area exposed to the hazard, including people who might be only temporarily resident in the exposed area, such as
foreign tourism employees. Such information should be delivered in languages which they understand and through culturally appro-
priate means. Public authorities should explore innovative solutions for continued service delivery together with the affected commu-
nities rather than withdrawing services from areas exposed to risk. Finally, where relocation takes place, is important that govern-
ments develop and fund equitable compensation mechanisms, that do not increase the financial and housing insecurity of affected
people.

Hazard-induced relocation is set to increase globally due to the effects of climate change. Given the far-reaching consequences of
relocation on the people affected, improving relocation processes is crucial.
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Annex 1. Interviews, Svínafellsheiði case

RM/GO.1 Interview Risk manager Reykjavík 06-Oct-18

RM/GO.2 Interview Risk manager Reykjavík 22-Oct-18
RM/GO.3 Interview Risk manager Reykjavík 14-Dec-18
RM/GO.4* Interview Risk manager Öræfi 24-Oct-18
MG.1 Interview Municipal government staff Online 13-Jan-21
MG.2 Interview Municipal government staff Online 9-Feb-21
GG.1 Interview Glacier guide Öræfi 18-Oct-18
GG.2 Interview Glacier guide Reykjavík 19-Oct-18
GG.3 Interview Glacier guide Reykjavík 30-Oct-18
GG.4 Interview Glacier guide Reykjavík 23-Nov-19
GG.5 Interview Glacier guide Reykjavík 25-Nov-19

(continued on next page)
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RM/GO.1 Interview Risk manager Reykjavík 06-Oct-18

GG.6 Interview Glacier guide Öræfi 26-Nov-19
GG.7 Interview Glacier guide Öræfi 27-Nov-19
GG.8 Interview Glacier guide Öræfi 28-Nov-19
GG.9 Interview Glacier guide Öræfi 28-Nov-19
FI.1 Interview Foreign inhabitant Reykjavík 24-Nov-19
FI.2 Interview Foreign inhabitant Öræfi 26-Nov-19
FI.3 Interview Foreign inhabitant Öræfi 27-Nov-19
FI.4 Interview Foreign inhabitant Öræfi 27-Nov-19
FI.5 Interview Foreign inhabitant Öræfi 27-Nov-19
FI.6 Interview Foreign inhabitant Öræfi 27-Nov-19
FI.7 Interview Foreign inhabitant Öræfi 27-Nov-19
LI.1 Interview Local inhabitant Öræfi 16-Jul-19
LI.2 Interview Local inhabitant Öræfi 17-Jul-19
LI.3 Interview Local inhabitant Öræfi 27-Nov-19
LI.4 Interview Local inhabitants (2 people) Öræfi 27-Nov-19
LI.5 Interview Local inhabitant Öræfi 27-Nov-19
LI.6 Interview Local inhabitant Öræfi 27-Nov-19
LI.7 Interview Local inhabitant Öræfi 24-Oct-20
LI.8 Interview Local inhabitant Öræfi 24-Oct-20
LI.9 Interview Local inhabitant Öræfi 25-Oct-20
LI.10 Interview Local inhabitants (4 people) Öræfi 27-Oct-20
LI.11 Interview Local inhabitants (2 people) Öræfi 28-Jun-20
LI.12 Interview Local inhabitants (2 people) Öræfi 28-Jun-20
LI.13 Interview Local inhabitant Öræfi 28-Jun-20
LI.14* Interview Local inhabitant Öræfi 29-Jun-20
LI.15 Interview Local inhabitant (in Icelandic) Öræfi 29-Jun-20
LI.16 Written correspondence Local inhabitant Online 7-July-19
S.1 Interview Scientist Reykjavík 27-Sep-18
S.2 Interview Scientist Reykjavík 04-Oct-18
S.3* Interview Scientist Reykjavík 01-May-19
S.4* Interview Scientist Reykjavík 13-Nov-20
S.5 Interview Scientist Online 30-Mar-21
T.1 Interview Tourist Öræfi 28-Nov-19
T.2 Interview Tourist Öræfi 28-Nov-19
T.3 Interview Tourist Öræfi 28-Nov-19
T.4 Interview Tourist Öræfi 28-Nov-19
T.5 Interview Tourist Öræfi 28-Nov-19
T.6 Interview Tourist Öræfi 28-Nov-19
T.7 Interview Tourist Öræfi 28-Nov-19
T.8 Interview Tourist Öræfi 28-Nov-19
TE.1 Interview Tourism expert Höfn 17-Oct-18
TE.2 Interview Tourism expert Öræfi 26-Nov-19
NP.1 Interview National parks Reykjavik 14-Dec-18
SAR.1 Interview Search and Rescue (2 people) Reykjavik 29-Jan-19

Interviews conducted with: risk managers (RM); glacier guides (GG); foreign inhabitants (FI); local inhabitants (LI); scientists (S);
tourists (T); national parks rangers (NP); search and rescue coordinators (SAR); tourism experts (TE); and observation of the public
briefing (PB).

Annex 2. KNR articles

Date Title (English) Website

23-Jun-
17

Experts advise against blasting rocks https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/eksperter-frar%C3%A5der-spr%C3%A6nge-fjeld

30-Jun-
17a

Kielsen: Too dangerous to open Nuugaatsiaq and Illorsuit https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/farligt-%C3%A5bne-nuugaatsiaq-og-illorsuit

10-Jul-
17b

Experts secure houses in tsunami-affected settlements https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/eksperter-sikrer-huse-i-flodb%C3%B8lgeramte-bygder

11-Jul-17 Nuugaatsiaq Arctic Command hopes to retrieve property today https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/arktisk-kommando-h%C3%A5ber-hente-ting-i-dag
15-Jul-17 Property retrieved from Illorsuit https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/ejendele-hentet-i-illorsuit
17-Jul-17 Citizens affected by tsunamis are advised not to move home https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/borgere-frar%C3%A5des-flytte-hjem
4-Aug-17 Illorsuit and Nuugaatsiaq must be cleared of environmentally

hazardous materials
https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/illorsuit-og-nuugaatsiaq-skal-ryddes-milj%C3%
B8farlige-materialer

(continued on next page)
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Date Title (English) Website

15-Aug-
17

Dorph and Kielsen thank Danish for support for tsunami victims https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/dorph-og-kielsen-takker-dansk-st%C3%B8tte-til-
tsunami-ofre

16-Aug-
17

Illorsuit without power and water https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/illorsuit-uden-str%C3%B8m-og-vand

1-Sept-17 The Folketing's finance committee approves a grant for tidal
wave victims

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/folketingets-finansudvalg-godkender-bevilling-til-
flodb%C3%B8lgeofre

1-Dec-17 Uummannaq evacuation creates greater revenue in Pilersuisoq https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/evakuerede-skaber-st%C3%B8rre-oms%C3%A6tning-i-
pilersuisoq

7-Dec-17 The area around Nuugaatsiaq is temporarily closed to raw
material activities

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/omr%C3%A5det-ved-nuugaatsiaq-lukkes-midlertidigt-
r%C3%A5stofaktiviteter

17-Jun-
18

Moving memorial service in Uummannaq https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/bev%C3%A6gende-mindeh%C3%B8jtidlighed-i-
uummannaq

22-Jun-
18a

Alcohol has replaced Nuugaatsiaq and Illorsuit https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/alkohol-har-erstattet-nuugaatsiaq-og-illorsuit

21-Aug-
18b

Contingency: Continued high risk of landslides in the Karratfjord https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/fortsat-h%C3%B8j-fare-fjeldskred-i-karratfjorden

22-Aug-
18

Evacuated people get paperwork for new homes https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/evakuerede-f%C3%A5r-papir-p%C3%A5-nye-boliger

4-Sept-18 Illorsuarmiut demonstrates to be allowed to return home https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/illorsuarmiut-demonstrerer-f%C3%A5-lov-vende-hjem
5-Jan-19 Saqqaq Landslide risk - but no need to panic https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/fjeldskredsrisiko-men-ingen-grund-til-panik
12-Feb-

19
Replacement homes for tsunami victims will not be ready on
time

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/erstatningsboliger-til-tsunamiofre-bliver-ikke-klar-til-
tiden

30-Jun-
19

Illorsuit citizens have formed an association https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/borgerne-har-dannet-forening

19-Jul-19 The first tsunami victims are moving into new homes https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/de-f%C3%B8rste-tsunamiofre-flytter-ind-i-nye-boliger
20-Jul-19 New home gives peace of mind to tsunami victims https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/nyt-hjem-giver-ro-i-sj%C3%A6len-til-tsunamiofre
15-Jul-

20a
After the tsunami: The last replacement homes are ready https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/efter-tsunami-de-sidste-erstatningsboliger-st%C3%A5r-

klar
19-Oct-

20b
Mining research: The emergency services are not ready for a
disaster

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/forsker-i-minedrift-beredskabet-er-ikke-klar-til-en-
katastrofe

11-Feb-
21

Despite the risk of 9 m high waves, people will move home to
Illorsuit

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/trods-risiko-ni-meter-h%C3%B8je-b%C3%B8lger-vil-
folk-flytte-hjem-til-illorsuit

11-May-
21a

Tsunami danger in Karrat Fjord: 176 residents are offered
relocation

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/tsunamifare-i-karrat-fjorden-176-beboere-f%C3%A5r-
tilbudt-flytning

11-May-
21b

Katrine Kruse Hansen from Niaqornat: I will be living here https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/katrine-kruse-hansen-fra-niaqornat-jeg-bliver-boende-
her

11-May-
21c

New tsunami assessment: Waves risk reaching houses, power
plants and health centre

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/ny-tsunamivurdering-b%C3%B8lger-risikerer-n%C3%
A5-huse-elv%C3%A6rker-og-sundhedscenter

12-May-
21a

Upcoming Mayor on tsunami warning: It's a tough ride for
anyone to hear about

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/kommende-borgmester-om-tsunamivarsel-det-er-en-
tung-omgang-nogen-h%C3%B8re-om

12-May-
21b

Mikkel was evacuated after a tsunami in 2017: Doubts whether
people will move

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/mikkel-blev-evakueret-efter-tsunami-i-2017-tvivler-p%
C3%A5-om-folk-vil-flytte

12-May-
21c

Múte B. Egede on tsunami danger: We will cooperate with our
neighbouring countries

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/m%C3%BAte-b-egede-om-tsunamifare-vi-vil-
samarbejde-med-vores-nabolande

13-May-
21a

Replacement housing and lost gear filled civic meetings in
Uummannaq

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/erstatningsboliger-og-tabte-redskaber-fyldte-borgerm%
C3%B8der-i-uummannaq

13-May-
21b

State geologist about the Karrat Fjord: It could be much worse
than 2017

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/statsgeolog-om-karrat-fjorden-det-kan-blive-meget-v%
C3%A6rre-end-2017

14-May-
21

GEUS: Large unstable mountain area may have been active for
1000 years

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/geus-stort-ustabilt-fjeldomr%C3%A5de-kan-have-v%
C3%A6ret-aktivt-1000-%C3%A5r

16-May-
21

Doctor about health centre in Uummannaq: We have a plan https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/l%C3%A6ge-om-sundhedscenter-i-uummannaq-vi-har-
en-plan

17-May-
21

Tsunami alert: The siren cannot be heard by everyone https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/tsunamivarsel-sirenen-kan-ikke-h%C3%B8res-af-alle

23-May-
21

Mother of traumatized son from Nuugaatsiaq: He still fears the
waves are coming

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/mor-til-traumatiseret-s%C3%B8n-fra-nuugaatsiaq-han-
frygter-stadig-b%C3%B8lgerne-kommer

24-May-
21

Kristian was evacuated from Illorsuit - and he still misses his
village

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/kristian-blev-evakueret-fra-illorsuit-og-han-savner-
stadig-sin-bygd

26-May-
21

Naalakkersuisoq: It's not forbidden to stay in Illorsuit https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/naalakkersuisoq-det-er-ikke-forbudt-opholde-sig-i-
illorsuit

30-May-
21

Tsunami stairs are being built in Niaqornat https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/tsunamitrappe-bliver-bygget-i-niaqornat

17-Jun-
21a

Karrat tsunami danger: People are still waiting for relocation
assistance

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/tsunamifare-i-karrat-folk-venter-stadig-på-flyttehjælp

17-Jun-
21b

Eyewitness to the tsunami: I will never experience it again https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/%C3%B8jenvidne-til-tsunami-jeg-vil-aldrig-opleve-det-
igen

18-Jun-
21

Mayor's response to the anxious at Karrat: You can move next
week

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/borgmesters-svar-til-de-ængstelige-ved-karrat-i-kan-
flytte-i-næste-uge

(continued on next page)
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Date Title (English) Website

24-Jun-
21

Coke in communication: Villagers can still keep their houses https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/koks-i-kommunikationen-bygdeboere-kan-alligevel-
beholde-deres-huse

25-Jun-
21

Residents demand apology after confusion about house
demolitions

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/bygdeboer-kr%C3%A6ver-undskyldning-efter-
forvirring-om-husnedrivninger

26-Jun-
21

Naalakkersuisoq to villagers: Sorry https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/naalakkersuisoq-til-bygdeborgere-undskyld

29-Jun-
21

Maline Kruse after moving fad: Now I'm staying in Niaqornat https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/maline-kruse-efter-flyttefad%C3%A6se-nu-bliver-jeg-i-
niaqornat

1-Jul-21 Oops: Municipality planned emergency accommodation in
tsunami risk zone

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/ups-kommune-planlagde-n%C3%B8dindkvartering-i-
tsunami-risikozone

14-Jul-21 Inatsisartut cancels residence requirement in Karrat Fjord https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/inatsisartut-oph%C3%A6ver-bop%C3%A6lskrav-i-
karrat-fjorden%C2%A0

14-Dec-
21

Association misses millions due to misunderstanding https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/forening-misser-millioner-p%C3%A5-grund-af-
misforst%C3%A5else

15-Dec-
21

Association on missed millions: It is very disappointing that such
a big misunderstanding can happen

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/forening-om-missede-millioner-det-er-meget-skuffende-
en-s%C3%A5-stor-misforst%C3%A5else-kan-ske

12-Apr-
22

New unstable mountain area found in Uummannaq's fjord system https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/nyt-ustabilt-fjeldomr%C3%A5de-fundet-i-
uummannaqs-fjordsystem

13-Apr-
22a

Mayor of Avannaata Kommunia: We pay extra attention to the
unstable mountain

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/borgmester-i-avannaata-kommunia-vi-er-ekstra-opm%
C3%A6rksomme-p%C3%A5-det-ustabile-fjeld

13-Apr-
22b

Enok Skade lives in a new unstable mountain area: I will be
living here

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/enok-skade-bor-i-nyt-ustabilt-fjeldomr%C3%A5de-jeg-
bliver-boende-her

20-May-
22

Tsunami alert: 10 have agreed to move from Niaqornat and
Qaarsut

https://knr.gl/da/nyheder/tsunarmivarsel-10-har-sagt-ja-til-flytte-fra-niaqornat-
og-qaarsut
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